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David Cohn, better known by his stage name Serengeti, is an alternative hip hop artist from
Chicago, Illinois. On Biography.com, find out more about rapper Macklemore, who with producer
Ryan Lewis created the hits 'Thrift Shop' and 'Can't Hold Us.'
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Leslie Edward Pridgen (born August 6, 1978), better known by his stage name Freeway, is an
American hip hop recording artist from North Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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RAP STAR music name with our online music name generator.Randomly generate your own
rap names. Millions of possibilities and styles.Try a rapper name generator. The Internet is
brimming with free word generators, and some of them a. Ever notice that rappers have
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it has some more street cred than the name "Drake".
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On Biography.com, find out more about rapper Macklemore, who with producer Ryan Lewis
created the hits 'Thrift Shop' and 'Can't Hold Us.' Leslie Edward Pridgen (born August 6, 1978),
better known by his stage name Freeway, is an American hip hop recording artist from North
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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